
FormLite
        Perfect homogeneous

 profile illumination for interior
and exterior decoration.
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Brandnew and unique at Yachtlite:

FormLite
Completely lightspot-free illuminating
elements, custom made to form. With this
unique product YACHTLITE realises pressing
requests from shipyards, designers, out-
fitters and ship owners: soft and homo-
geneous interior and exterior illumination.

YACHTLITE FormLites, designed to be
almost invisibly fitted, are ideal for shelves,
ceiling or mirror borders, stairs and base
boards to name just a few.

Distracting and unsightly lightspots,
commonly seen with customary LED light
tubes, can not be seen with FormLite, either
in the light element itself or in any
reflecting surfaces.

Any Shape or Colour

FormLites are rigid elements which are
custom made to any desired form according
to received cut data. The varnished elements
are equipped as required with LEDs in warm-
white, neutral-white or other popular colours.
RGB colour-change is of course also possible.

Technical Data

Minimum Width: 30 mm
Minimum Height: 10 mm
Minimum Length: 100 mm
Maximum Length: No restrictions
Shape: No restrictions. Custom-

made according to cut
file

Voltage: 12v, 24v, 230v, 110v
LED Colours: Warm-white, neutral-

white, yellow, orange,
red, green, blue

Required Cut Data: DXF or DWG Format
Unlit Surface: Standard black.

Varnished according to
requirements

Fixation: Standard screw fixation
Area of Application:Interior and Exterior.

Elements are water-
proof.

Price: On detailed request

Enlightening Yacht Equipment

Minimum Width 30 mm
Minimum Height
10 mm

Length:
any shape you want,
any dimension you need

Minimum Width 30 mm
Minimum Height
10 mm

Length:
any shape you want,
any dimension you need

Alternative Light Emission

YACHTLITE's FormLites are supplied in two
different styles depending on the specific
requirement of the illuminating element.

Style A: up or down-illumination elements
are ideal for shelves or other furniture pieces
for indirect illumination without a visible
light element.

Style B: side-illumination allows visible light
source, ideal for ceiling or mirror borders
among others.


